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DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE
■ Building type: single-family housing, Antwerp - Flamish region, Belgium
■ Surface area: 240 m2 on 4 floors
■ Application: renovation
■ Project manager and contracting owner: Mariuz Radkowski, Kapa-Reno
■ Aldes products: Dee Fly Cube, Optiflex, galvanised duct, core grille
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Marluz Radkowski,
Kapa-Reno
Your feedback
This is the second project where I have used
OPTIFLEX ducts. My first job was with a C
system group (air exhaust). It went well. Three
of us worked on the project. Our Aldes contact
came to pick us up on the first day. In less
than one hour, we had all the information we
needed for the installation. It went fast after
that.
The project was well designed and the ducts
easy to install, and the entire ventilation system
was installed on four levels in just two days.
Had you previously installed this type of
duct?
Until last year, I had never installed a ventilation
system as they were not required for renovations.
Regulations have changed and I have since
also started fitting ventilation systems.
I was familiar with Aldes and particularly the
delegate
who
assists us.
He proposed the
entire
system
to me, and I
rapidly adopted
his suggestion.
Last
year,
I
renovated
around a dozen
apartments with
the minigaine.

Aldes Benelux BV

Sales representative: Mark Moens
Rue Jean Verkruys 60
B-4681 Hermalle s/Argenteau
Belgium
Tel :+32 2725 1380
Fax :+32 27 25 1753

Why did you choose the OPTIFLEX?
The excellent duct sealing (class D for oval
ducts) is one solid reason, ensuring optimal
system performance. The absence of PVC is
an advantage for health and the environment,
a key factor for our clients.

What’s more, OPTIFLEX is easy to use and
few tools are necessary for installation.
Finally, Aldes’s commercial support team are
fantastic. Our contact was present from the
word go, he offered guidance and proposed
the entire system. He understood every little
detail of the project, reassuring us right down
the line.
Will you propose OPTIFLEX for future jobs?
Definitely! To the
extent that I already
have these ducts
in stock. My team
renovates between
five and six homes
each year, as well
as stores. OPTIFLEX
will
clearly
be
proposed at the
earliest opportunity.

Aldes
20, boulevard Joliot Curie
69694 Venissieux Cedex
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